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We report an experimental realization of a plasmonic Airy beam, which is generated thoroughly on a
silver surface. With a carefully designed nanoarray structure, such Airy beams come into being from an
in-plane propagating surface plasmon polariton wave, exhibiting nonspreading, self-bending, and selfhealing properties. Besides, a new phase-tuning method based on nonperfectly matched diffraction
processes is proposed to generate and modulate the beam almost at will. This unique plasmonic Airy
beam as well as the generation method would significantly promote the evolutions in in-plane surface
plasmon polariton manipulations and indicate potential applications in lab-on-chip photonic integrations.
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The Airy wave packet is the only nontrivial onedimensional (1D) solution for a wave propagation maintaining the nonspreading property, which was deduced
from the Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics for
a free particle [1]. Since its recent observation in optics [2],
intensive studies have been carried out, such as selfaccelerating [3], ballistic dynamics [4], and self-healing
[5,6], as well as the recent nonlinear generation [7] and
possible applications [8–10]. To date, most of these optical
Airy beams were generated in 3D free space. An intuitive
extension of this unique wave packet to two dimensions
would possibly forecast more fascinating physics and applications, especially as it is accommodated in the subwavelength plasmonics, which is another active field
nowadays [11–15]. As has been envisioned theoretically
[16], a plasmonic Airy beam would provide an effective
means to route energy over a metal surface between plasmonic devices.
According the nature of the Airy wave packet [1], a
3=2-power phase modulation along the lateral dimension
of beam is required [17,18]. It is commonly modulated to
the 3-power phase type by a mask on an incident Gaussian
beam with a followed Fourier transformation in generations of free space Airy beams [2–10]. This phase requirement is inherited for a surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
Airy beam with a modified field form [16]. However, the
conventional method tends to be hardly adopted in the SPP
regime due to the complex transformation process and
large spatial expense. Although an alternative approach
was conceived by coupling a free-space-generated Airy
beam into a planar plasmonic one [16], it will inevitably
bring other severe obstacles and remains a great inconvenience in the full in-plane manipulations.
Here, we report a new experimental realization of plasmonic Airy beams on a silver surface at a visible wavelength, which is accomplished by particular diffraction
processes with a carefully designed nanocave array on a
metal surface. This achieved plasmonic Airy beam directly
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reveals the nonspreading, self-bending, and self-healing
properties and demonstrates the capacity of a transversely
self-confined SPP beam in a planar dimension with lower
propagation loss. The proposed new diffraction approach
by designable nanostructures has exhibited its flexibility in
beam tailoring, which may significantly stimulate further
manipulations of SPPs in a planar dimension.
Using a periodic array on metal surfaces to manipulate
SPP propagations has achieved great success in recent
years [19–22]. These approaches used to change the SPP
propagations can also be interpreted as a phase modulation,
which is in coincidence with the descriptions in diffraction
optics. In principle, it is quite possible to use an inhomogeneous array to change a linear phase of an incident SPP into
a nonlinear one. Therefore, the Airy beam requiring 3=2
phase modulation is highly expected by diffractions in a
nonperiodic array system. The scheme of our design is
shown in Fig. 1. On the surface of a silver film (with
SiO2 as the substrate), an in-plane propagating SPP
wave, generated by a grating coupling of a He-Ne laser
(0 ¼ 632:8 nm), directly incidents into a nonperiodically
arranged nanocave array. The diffracted SPP waves from
nanocaves will interfere and ultimately build two SPP Airy
beams on both sides.
In experiments, the nanocave array sample was fabricated by focused ion beam (FEI Strata FIB 201, 30 keV,
11 pA) milling on a 60-nm-thickness silver film, which has
been deposited on a 0.2-mm-thickness SiO2 substrate. The
analysis of SPP wave propagation was performed by a
home-built leakage radiation microscope (LRM) system
[23,24] (for details, see [25]). The inset image in the lower
right of Fig. 1 is a typical experimental result, which
intuitively demonstrates the generation of SPP Airy beams
that are very analogous to the schematic illustration, manifesting the self-bending, nonspreading, and multiple
lobes. Here, the sample of the nanocave array is designed
graded in the x direction and periodic in the z direction.
Figure 2(a) depicts the top view of the graded nanocave
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of the generation of the SPP
Airy beam. A laser beam is coupled into an in-plane propagating
SPP wave by grating and incidents into a nonperiodically
arranged nanocave array. Two SPP Airy beams are formed on
both sides of the array by diffraction processes. The inset is a
typical experimental result of a SPP Airy beam examined by the
LRM system.

array together with a grating coupler, and the detected SPP
beam in the right branch is specifically shown in Fig. 2(b),
where a set of Airy-like wave profiles is clearly manifested.
Subsequently, we performed a theoretical calculation
based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle [18] that all nanocaves in the array are considered as subsources radiating
cylindrical surface waves with designed initial phases. The
calculated beam trajectories [shown in Fig. 2(c)] are in
good agreement with the experiment ones, although they
are both imperfect due to limited diffraction elements and
nonideal modulations.
To explain how the SPP Airy-like beam comes into
being, a nonlinear phase modulation by diffractions from
a nonperiodic array is introduced. As is well known, an
incident SPP wave will be diffracted into a well-defined
direction by a designed array governed by the Bragg

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Top view of the graded nanocave
array sample fabricated by a focused ion beam, where the lattice
parameter is graded in the x dimension (ax from 420 to 780 nm,
grads  ¼ 10 nm), and the period in the z dimension is pz ¼
620 nm. (b) Experimentally achieved SPP beam trajectories and
(c) the calculated one.
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condition, which can be clearly schemed out in the reciprocal space [26] [see Fig. 3(a)]. However, if this condition
is not perfectly satisfied, a preference diffraction will still
occur with some sacrifice in intensity (as long as the
deviation is not too large), owing to the elongated reciprocal lattice of the finite-scale array [see Fig. 3(b)] that is
similar to the x-ray diffraction cases [27]. It is also proved
by our experiments [28]. Therefore, a different lattice
parameter is able to determine the preference diffraction
direction, which can be regarded equivalently to yield an
extra phase change of 2 from every local lattice (in the x
direction). When a graded array is employed, the incident
beam will diffract to different directions at different positions according to the local lattice parameters (for this
small gradient case,  ¼ 10 nm). Thus, we can obtain
the corresponding phase evolution from every lattice point
in the incident SPP propagation (x direction) as ðxÞ ¼
0 þ kspp x  2m. This phase evolution in turn manifests
the gradually changed diffraction directions by the graded
lattice.
From Fig. 2(a), a beaming angle (  20 ) with respect
to the z axis is found for the main lobe. This means that the
lattice boundary (line z ¼ 0) is not the start line of this SPP
Airy beam. We can deduce the phase information at a
virtual starting line in the  axis that is perpendicular to
the tangent of the beaming trajectory of the main lobe
according to the principle of geometric optics as [see the
scheme in Fig. 3(c)]

FIG. 3 (color online). Ewald construction for SPP diffraction
direction with the Bragg condition is (a) satisfied and (b) not
perfectly satisfied with limit diffraction elements in the z axis
(elongated reciprocal lattices in the z axis are indicated). kspp;i
and kspp;d are the incident and diffracted SPP wave vectors,
respectively. G0;1 and G1;0 are two basic vectors of the reciprocal
lattice. (c) Scheme of the phase transformation from the x axis to
a virtual  axis, which can be designed with respect to the
beaming angle  for the main lobe of the SPP Airy beam.
(d) Deduced phase distributions in the starting  axis together
with the 1.4-, 1.5-, and 1.6-power phase modulations.
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where
x tanð0 Þ
;
cosðx Þ þ tanð0 Þ sinðx Þ
x
¼
;
cosð0 Þ½1 þ tanðx Þ tanð0 Þ
b¼
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a

and sinð0 Þ ¼ sppa0 0 , sinðx Þ ¼ sppax x , and ax is defined
as the local lattice determined by the mean value of two
distances before and after the lattice of x. According to the
experimental result of the position of the original point of
O (a0  450 nm) and initial angle (  20 ), we calculated the transformed phase ðÞ shown in Fig. 3(d) together with the results of 1.4-, 1.5-, and 1.6-power phase
modulations. It is clearly seen that the deduced data from
the graded array match the 3=2-power relation well, explaining the outcome of the Airy-like SPP beam.
Based on the above phase modulation method, a SPP
Airy beam with a defined beaming direction can be
generated by a proper nonperiodic array. With a given
angle of , the corresponding phase along the x axis can
be retrieved as


2
 3=2 
 sin
; (3)
c ðxÞ ¼  
 k
3
0
4
cosð   Þ
where
x ¼  cosðÞ þ  sinðÞ tanð   Þ,
 ¼
arcsin½@ ðÞ, ðÞ is the phase satisfying the Airy function, and 0 is a constant that determines the acceleration
of Airy beam. According to the equivalent phase by diffraction m ðxÞ ¼ kx þ 2m, we can deduce the location
of the mth diffraction unit by solving m ðxÞ ¼ c ðxÞ and
ultimately retrieve the arrangement of the nanocave array.
Figure 4(a) is the calculated SPP beam trajectories constructed by the diffraction processes with the designed
array data shown in the inset image (pz ¼ 640 nm), corresponding to a horizontal beaming of  ¼ 0 with 0 ¼
1:08. Figure 4(b) is the experimental result recorded by the
LRM system, which well reproduces the calculated one,
indicating the outcome of the SPP Airy beam. The inset
image is the distribution of field intensity in the x axis
picked up from the line of z ¼ 15 m (15 m away from
the start line), in which a definite Airy-like profile and
small FWHM  1:3 m of the main lobe are clearly manifested. Similar to the previous result [Fig. 2(b)], this main
lobe exhibits a weaker attenuation and preserves its narrow
beam width over a long distance [28].
In the following, we would like to make a detailed
analysis on the propagation property of this achieved SPP
Airy beam. Figure 5(a) depicts the normalized field intensity of the main lobe as a function of propagation distance
with a comparison to that of a conventional SPP Gaussian
beam, where the inset shows the directly coupled SPP

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Theoretically calculated SPP propagation trajectories corresponding to a horizontal beaming
( ¼ 0 ) with a designed nonperiodic lattice in the x dimension
(inset image) and pz ¼ 640 nm (0 ¼ 1:08). (b) Experimentally
recorded SPP beam trajectories by the LRM system with a beam
profile at the propagation distance of z ¼ 15 m (inset image),
for example.

Gaussian beam recorded by LRM (with an initial
FWHM  3 m). It is well demonstrated that the Airy
beam has a much longer propagation length ( 50 m)
than the Gaussian beam ( 15 m). Considering the narrow beam width, the main lobe of the SPP Airy beam
behaves like a self-confined in-plane waveguide with lower
loss and suggests possible applications in guiding SPP
waves. To further confirm the characteristics of the Airy
beam, we plot the trajectory of the main lobe, which shows
considerable coincidence with the analytical parabolic
curve derived from our design; see Fig. 5(b). In addition,
we artificially introduced two blocks in the beam paths
to test the self-healing property, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and
5(d) for blocks of small (1:5  0:6 m2 ) and large
(2:2  0:6 m2 ) rectangular holes, respectively. It is evident that the SPP Airy beams indeed heal up by themselves
for both cases. Therefore, it is not doubted that a
well-developed SPP Airy beam is accomplished in a designable way.
For further discussions, one point should be addressed
that the beam width of main lobe ( 1:3 m) is near to the
SPP wavelength (SPP ¼ 610 nm) and the constant 0 ¼
1:08 in Eq. (3) is not large enough considering the paraxial
condition [29]. But it is still valid since such a SPP Airy
beam still has a long dispersive distance (larger than
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FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Field intensities of the main lobe of
the SPP Airy beam and a conventional Gaussian beam as
functions of propagation distance. The inset image is the
LRM-detected Gaussian beam (initial FWHM  3 m).
(b) Experimental trajectory of the main lobe compared with
the analytical parabolic curve for the case of horizontal beaming.
Experimental results of self-healing with respect to (c) a small
rectangular block (1:5  0:6 m2 ) and (d) a larger one
(2:2  0:6 m2 ). All scale bars equal 10 m.

70 m for the main lobe) [28]. From our additional simulations, if 0 is further decreased, the Airy beam will
disperse in a shorter distance and tend to totally collapse.
Besides, in our approach the exact intensity modulation of
the initial Airy function (the 1=4-power relation [1]) is
not completely fulfilled. Fortunately, the graded system is
able to build a localized wave packet at its propagation end
(around the matched condition) [30], which usually has an
asymmetric profile that is considerably analogous to the
intensity envelope required by the Airy function. As for a
more precise intensity modulation, we believe the beam
would be improved by carefully tuning the diffraction
elements. The phase modulation is the critical factor to
achieve the Airy beam [17,18], and it is well proved to be
fulfilled by such in-plane diffraction processes.
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the
SPP Airy beam on a silver surface by particularly designed
in-plane diffraction processes. The revealed SPP Airy
beam exhibits unique features as expected, and the nonspreading property with lateral confinement for the main
lobe over a long distance has implications in SPP manipulation and other related fields (e.g., arranging nanoparticles
in nanoscale). Notably, the newly proposed method based
on the nonperfectly matched diffraction effect allows for
flexible modulations on the established plasmonic Airy
beam almost at will, which may have more general
applications in the wave-front tailoring as well as developing new kinds of photonic or plasmonic devices.
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